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1. Introduction

Restless legs syndrome (RLS), also known as Willis–Ekbom disease (WED), is a common neurological, sensorimotor disorder.

In European and American populations, about 2–3% of adults suffer from clinically significant symptoms [1]. Clinically significant RLS/WED has a substantial negative impact on sleep, quality of life, and health [1–3]. Following a 2003 workshop at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the International Restless Legs Syndrome Study Group (IRLSSG) developed updated diagnostic criteria that have enabled rapid development of research and treatments for RLS/WED over the past decade [4]. The accumulating research and
clinical experience, however, have led to a broad-based consensus for a need to enhance the diagnostic criteria, primarily adding additional elements to improve specificity without changing the fundamental features of RLS/WED diagnosis. In 2012, the IRLSSG revised the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria for RLS/WED [4,5,6], which are presented here and on the IRLSSG web site (IRLSSG.org).

This 2012 revision of the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria raises two fundamental questions: Why revise them now and how does the revision impact our field, especially for research? By presenting the history, rationale, and significance of the revised criteria, this article addresses these fundamental questions. Furthermore, this article describes in detail the five essential features of the 2012 revised diagnostic criteria and other supportive and associated features of RLS/WED that can aid clinicians and researchers alike in the overall diagnostic assessment. For special populations (i.e. children and cognitively impaired elderly), where the sensory features of RLS/WED may be hard to determine or are unreliable, specific suggestions are discussed. Finally, a consideration of the significance of the revised criteria introduces potential venues for improving our research methods in clinical studies and epidemiology.

It is important to underscore that the 2012 IRLSSG revised criteria represent the only diagnostic criteria developed by a consensus process involving a large international body of RLS/WED clinical and research experts. Through an interdisciplinary, international and evidence-based approach, the IRLSSG sought to avoid three problems. First, the strong interdisciplinary nature of RLS/WED experts reduces the possibility that the diagnostic criteria will be subtly distorted to fit within a framework developed for any one particular discipline. Second, the diversity and global nature of the IRLSSG reduces the risk of cultural bias that might limit the generalizability across racial and ethnic groups. Third, the evidence-based, conservative approach avoids arbitrary and negative impact on validity or significance of prior RLS/WED studies.

2. History of RLS/WED diagnostic criteria

Table 1 presents the new, updated IRLSSG diagnostic criteria for RLS/WED and Table 2 presents the historic development of these criteria.

Although RLS/WED was first described by Thomas Willis in 1685 [6], the formal diagnostic criteria start with the seminal monograph “Restless Legs” by Karl-Axel Ekbom in 1945 [7]. He offered the following diagnostic guidance in 1960:

“The following criteria should be borne in mind. The sensations appear only when the patient is at rest, most often in the evening and early part of the night, and produce an irresistible need to keep the legs moving. Furthermore, the sensations are not felt in the skin but deep down inside the legs [8].”

The essential features of RLS/WED diagnosis have not changed markedly since the description by Ekbom. Uncomfortable sensations and an irresistible urge to move the legs, worsening of symptoms by rest and relief by movement, and initiation or exacerbation of symptoms during the evening/night while at rest have remained the hallmarks of RLS/WED diagnosis. Ekbom’s emphasis on sensations, however, has not survived the test of time. What evolved over the next several decades in the diagnostic criteria was a consensus for emphasis on the urge to move or akathisia over the dysesthiasias (Tables 1 and 2) [9]. Nonetheless, this classification was based neither on broad consensus among clinical experts treating RLS/WED nor on a careful review of the clinical data from the budding research field of RLS/WED. It also reflected the downside of forcing the
Table 2
Evolution of diagnostic criteria for restless legs syndrome/Willis–Ekbom disease (RLS/WED).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Ekbom’s “criteria” for RLS: “The following criteria should be borne in mind. The sensations appear only when the patient is at rest, most often in the evening and early part of the night, and produce an irresistible need to keep the legs moving. Furthermore, the sensations are not felt in the skin but deep down inside the legs.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>DCSD restless legs DIMS (or DOES) syndrome – essential features. DIMS (or DOES) is associated with the “restless legs” syndrome because an individual feels extremely disagreeable deep sensations of creeping inside the calves whenever sitting or lying down. These dysesthesias are rarely painful, but agonizingly relentless, and cause an almost irresistible urge to move the legs, thus interfering with sleep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>ICSD diagnostic criteria for RLS: A. A complaint of an unpleasant sensation in the legs at night or difficulty in initiating sleep. B. Disagreeable sensations of “creeping” inside the calves often associated with general aches and pains in the legs. C. The discomfort is relieved by movements of limbs. D. Polysonomnographic monitoring demonstrates limb movements at sleep onset. E. No evidence of any medical or psychiatric disorders that account for the movements. F. Other sleep disorders may be present but do not account for the symptoms. Minimal criteria: A + B + C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>IRLSSG “minimal” criteria for diagnosis of RLS (1 + 2 + 3 + 4): 1. Desire to move the limbs usually associated with paresthesias/dysesthesias. 2. Motor restlessness. 3. Symptoms are worse or exclusively present at rest (i.e., lying, sitting) with at least partial and temporary relief by activity. 4. Symptoms are worse in evening/night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>NIH/IRLSSG “essential” criteria for diagnosis of RLS: 1. An urge to move the legs, usually accompanied or caused by uncomfortable and unpleasant sensations in the legs. Sometimes the urge to move is present without the uncomfortable sensations and sometimes the arms or other body parts are involved in addition to the legs. 2. The urge to move or unpleasant sensations begin or worsen during periods of rest or inactivity such as lying or sitting. 3. The urge to move or unpleasant sensations are partially or totally relieved by movement, such as walking or stretching, at least as long as the activity continues. 4. The urge to move or unpleasant sensations are worse in the evening or night than during the day or only occur in the evening or night. (When symptoms are very severe, the worsening at night may not be noticeable but must have been previously present.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DCSD, Diagnostic Classification of Sleep and Arousal Disorders; DIMS, disorder of initiating and maintaining sleep; DOES, disorder of excessive somnolence; ICSD, International Classification of Sleep Disorders; IRLSSG, International Restless Legs Syndrome Study Group; NIH, National Institutes of Health.

Diagnosis to fit within the structures used to classify all disorders in a field, in this case that of sleep disorders. The DCSD classified RLS/WED as a disorder of initiating and maintaining sleep (DIM) and as a disorder of excessive somnolence (DOES). The DCSD listed the essential features of “Restless Legs” DIMS (or DOES) syndrome as: “an individual feels extremely disagreeable deep sensations of creeping inside the calves whenever sitting or lying down. These dysesthesias cause an almost irresistible urge to move the legs, thus interfering with sleep.” Thus as for Ekbom the DCSD emphasized ‘dysesthesia’ causing the urge to move, but current studies indicate that the urge to move is primary and may occur without dysesthesias. The DCSD criteria also omitted a major distinguishing feature of RLS/WED, its diurnal variation. These issues made it difficult to distinguish between RLS/WED and neuropsychiatric pain syndrome. Moreover, the belief then that a disease severely reducing sleep time would produce excessive sleepiness led to classifying the disorder as one with excessive daytime sleepiness. This was done without clinical data supporting the daytime sleepiness and, indeed, most recent studies have documented that on average RLS/WED patients have sleepiness scores within normal limits [2,10,11]. Subsequent research has developed the concept of hyperarousal producing poor sleep without daytime sleepiness in individuals with RLS/WED [11,12].

The first official operational diagnostic criteria for RLS/WED (Table 2) became available when the American Sleep Disorder Association in 1990 published a revision of the DCSD as the International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD) [13]. This was again done by sleep medicine experts without seeking a broad consensus of RLS/WED experts or a review of existing literature. The ICSD reclassified RLS/WED as one of the “Intrinsic Sleep Disorders” under the subgroup of “dyssomnias” and defined RLS/WED by “disagreeable leg sensations,” usually prior to sleep onset, “that cause an almost irresistible urge to move the legs.” Forcing diagnosis into the framework for sleep-related disorders led to an emphasis on symptoms at sleep onset and at “night” despite RLS/WED symptoms occurring only during waking and often in the late afternoon and evening.

In response to perceived inadequacy of the 1990 ICSD criteria for RLS/WED, the 28 founding members of the IRLSSG developed in 1995 the first diagnostic criteria based on a broad international consensus of clinical RLS/WED experts [14]. They established “four minimal criteria” for RLS/WED that remain to this day the core of RLS/WED diagnosis (Table 1). This provided a crucial basis that enabled a considerable increase in RLS/WED research. However, as clinical research and experience accumulated, limitations of this 1995 initial IRLSSG formulation of RLS/WED diagnostic criteria became apparent.

In 2002, the IRLSSG, WED Foundation, and the National Institute on Aging, in partnership with other branches of the National Institutes of Health, sponsored an RLS/WED diagnosis and epidemiology workshop to revise the 1995 IRLSSG criteria. During the workshop, the 1995 IRLSSG criteria were updated and rephrased to incorporate new scientific knowledge about RLS/WED and to provide better reliability and validity for RLS/WED diagnosis by researchers and clinicians alike [4]. First, the somewhat confusing “motor restlessness” criterion for diagnosis of RLS/WED was replaced by “urge to move,” which became clearly the single most prominent feature of RLS/WED. Second, relief of symptoms by movement and exacerbation of symptoms by inactivity became separate criteria to emphasize the need for clear ascertaining of these features of RLS/WED. Third, the workshop also addressed new diagnostic criteria for two special populations – children and the cognitively impaired elderly – plus diagnostic criteria for the treatment emergent problem of augmentation.

These criteria were published in 2003 and are often referred to as the “NIH/IRLSSG criteria” for RLS/WED diagnosis. They remain the fundamental basis for diagnosing RLS/WED, and care needs to be taken in revising these criteria so as not to raise unnecessary questions about the validity of the large number of RLS/WED studies based on these criteria.
3. Rationale for revision of the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria

The 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria contributed to several milestones in the field of RLS/WED research. First, the workshop’s recommendation for a simple three-item questionnaire based on the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria led to epidemiological studies revealing that 7–10% of the general adult population in Europe and the USA have symptoms meeting the RLS/WED diagnostic criteria, and 2–3% of the total population (20–40% of all reporting RLS/WED symptoms) have significant suffering associated with their symptoms [1,15]. Second, clarification of the essential diagnostic features of RLS/WED aided clinical trials that led to regulatory approval of dopamine agonists for treatment of moderate-to-severe RLS/WED in both Europe and the USA [16–18]. For the first time, RLS/WED sufferers had effective medication readily prescribed by experts and primary care physicians alike. Finally, the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria provided a basis for a large series of studies that demonstrated multiple aspects of RLS/WED biology, e.g. low brain iron [19–24], peripheral iron relation to RLS/WED severity [25–28], pain sensory abnormalities [29,30], cortical and spinal excitability [31], hypoxic pathway activation [32–34], and genetic factors of RLS/WED [35–42].

Nonetheless, rapid progress in the field of RLS/WED over the past several years revealed limitations of the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria. Whereas a proliferation of epidemiological studies led to identification of important risk factors for RLS/WED in the community, wide variability of RLS/WED prevalence in different countries became controversial. The three- or four-item questionnaires covering the 2003 criteria, intended to screen for RLS/WED, led to excessively high prevalence estimates in some studies. Moreover, these questionnaires, designed to screen for RLS/WED, became increasingly and erroneously used in the primary care setting for diagnostic purposes without careful consideration of either clinical significance or differential diagnosis. Furthermore, the direct-to-consumer marketing practices by pharmaceutical companies (that failed adequately to discriminate milder from more severe forms of RLS/WED) became a target for accusations of “disease-mongering” within the medical field and popular media. Perception of RLS/WED as a frivolous, “lifestyle” condition demeaned the terrible suffering of affected individuals and increased the need to define “clinically significant” RLS/WED.

Relying on simple three- to four-item questionnaires based on the four essential criteria of the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria also raised concerns about validity of diagnosis, particularly about its specificity. Several recent studies have demonstrated that the four-item questionnaires lead to low positive predictability of RLS/WED (e.g. 50–60%) [43–45]. The problem of “false positives” appeared to be largely due to lack of consideration of differential diagnosis during the diagnostic evaluation. Major features of RLS such as restlessness, akathisia, or sensory misperception in the extremities occur in many neurological diseases and may be difficult to disentangle from restless legs symptoms. Other frequently occurring conditions may closely “mimic” RLS symptoms requiring attention to differential diagnosis [46].

The danger of potential inclusion of “false positives” in studies based on the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria is even more magnified in research on the etiopathogenesis of RLS/WED in non-epidemiologic studies. Inclusion of “false positive” RLS/WED in pathophysiological studies that rely on smaller sample sizes could lead to erroneous study findings and difficulty in replication of results, impeding progress in the field. The need for a fifth criterion to improve specificity by requiring consideration of differential diagnosis, particularly for the common RLS/WED “mimics,” became persuasive.

Thus, the current 2012 IRLSSG consensus diagnostic criteria provide guidance in differential diagnosis in order to improve specificity of diagnosis in both clinical and research settings. The 2012 consensus criteria also address the issues of “clinical significance” and “clinical course” in order to emphasize the heterogeneity of RLS/WED manifestations in individual patients and to aid clinicians and researchers in identifying and characterizing subtypes of RLS/WED.

4. Process for revising the diagnostic criteria

In recognition of the developing need to revise the diagnostic standards for RLS/WED, the IRLSSG and WED Foundation sponsored a one-day clinical standards workshop (chair: Richard Allen) on October 26th, 2008, at the Johns Hopkins Mount Washington Conference Center, Baltimore, MD, USA. Members of the IRLSSG were invited to update and revise the 2003 diagnostic criteria for RLS/WED. To address specific aspects of the 2003 criteria the attendees were assigned to three different workgroups based on their research and clinical expertise: differential diagnosis, clinical significance, and objective testing.

Prior to the clinical standards workshop, individual members of each workgroup submitted written briefs with suggestions on the assigned topics to their respective workgroup chairs, who moderated the pre-meeting dialogue over internet- and teleconferences. During the workshop, each workgroup met separately to discuss and debate on their assigned topics until they reached consensus. Experts from other fields (e.g. dementia and depression) presented their perspectives on diagnostic criteria in other clinical conditions to inform and facilitate the process of developing consensus among members of the workgroup. Subsequently, the chair of each workgroup presented the group’s consensus recommendations to all of the attendees of the workshop for additional open discussion. Then, the chair of the workshop assembled the products of the three workgroups into preliminary, revised consensus diagnostic criteria for RLS/WED, and further refined them for consistency in content and language. After the workshop, the preliminary, revised diagnostic criteria were distributed to the IRLSSG membership for further input and discussion.

Over the next year, there was extensive dialogue and interaction among members of the IRLSSG, and the diagnostic criteria were adjusted based on this input from RLS/WED experts around the world. The final version of the new, consensus diagnostic criteria was submitted to the Executive Committee of the IRLSSG for approval at its annual meeting in fall 2011. Preliminary approval was given, contingent upon another review period by the IRLSSG membership. This review period ended in spring of 2012, and the IRLSSG approved the final version which became available on the IRLSSG web site [www.irllssg.org]. Table 1 lists the final version of the criteria.

Overall, this was a four-year process, which was systematically structured to ensure broad-based input and consensus among IRLSSG members who represented various disciplines and international clinical and research groups. IRLSSG members who participated in development of these revised criteria are listed in the Acknowledgements section of this article.

5. IRLSSG consensus diagnostic criteria

RLS/WED, a neurological sensorimotor disease ... is diagnosed by ascertaining symptom patterns that meet the following five essential criteria adding clinical specifiers where appropriate.

RLS/WED arises from dysfunction of the central nervous system that leads to both sensory and motor symptoms. No biological assay is available to make a diagnosis of RLS/WED. Clinical diagnosis of RLS/WED is based on clinician interaction with the patient and assessment by the clinician of the patient’s subjective reports in compari-
son to the essential features of RLS/WED. Regarding the interactive clinical nature of RLS/WED diagnosis, Ekbom wryly observed that “in typical cases [diagnosis] is very easy, provided that the physician knows of the disease and the patient describes his complaints properly” [7]. Indeed, the subjective and interactive nature of RLS/WED diagnosis relies on the expertise of the clinician regarding the symptomatology of RLS/WED, as well as the cooperation and capacity of the patient. The art of drawing out appropriate responses by probing questions, often repeated or rephrased, in order to refine the phenomenology of each feature is a task assigned to the clinician, who should systematically address each of the diagnostic features.

5.1. Five essential diagnostic criteria (all must be met) (Table 1)

(1) An urge to move the legs usually but not always accompanied by or felt to be caused by uncomfortable and unpleasant sensations in the legs.

The first criterion for diagnosis of RLS/WED is unchanged from the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG diagnostic criteria for RLS/WED. An urge to move the legs remains the key diagnostic feature of RLS/WED. This is usually accompanied by “hard to describe” unpleasant sensations in the legs. Note the three separate components of this criterion: urge to move (or akathisia), legs, and sensations (dysesthesias). “Unpleasant sensations” in the legs are neither sufficient nor necessary for the diagnosis of RLS/WED. “Urge to move” the legs must be present and is sufficient for the diagnosis.

Often the urge to move and the accompanying sensory symptoms are intermingled together and difficult to separate symptomatically or temporally. Patients with clinically significant RLS/WED, however, can often clearly delineate them. Some patients describe only an urge to move and are unaware of any “uncomfortable and unpleasant” sensations, especially when their RLS/WED symptoms are mild. The uncomfortable sensations are described as painful in up to 30–50% of RLS/WED patients but isolated pain without an urge to move does not constitute RLS/WED [10,47,48].

For children, the description of these feelings should be in their own words, which often differ from those used by adults. Examples are provided in a separate article on the pediatric diagnosis of RLS/WED [49].

Despite being called restless 'legs' syndrome, RLS/WED may also involve the arms or other body parts. Arm involvement is reported in 21–57% of cases [10,47,48,50,51]. RLS/WED symptoms, when they are more severe, may spread to other body parts, including the hips, trunk, and even rarely the face [52], but the legs must be affected and are usually affected first and more severely than other body parts. Atypical cases of RLS/WED have been described with the arms affected predominantly and little or no involvement of the legs [53,54]. These cases responded to dopaminergic treatment and appear to be a variant of RLS/WED, but are rare, and the IRLSSG felt that these are best classified as an RLS/WED variant rather than include them in an expanded definition of RLS/WED.

Although the plural “legs” is used in this diagnostic criterion, this is meant as a general concept and does not exclude RLS/WED symptoms occurring in only one leg. RLS/WED typically involves symptoms in both legs but not necessarily at the same time or symmetrically. Symptoms may occur only in one leg and then move to the other or occur in the other on a different day. Purely unilateral symptoms only in one leg occur with RLS/WED and in some cases may relate to unilateral neurological conditions.

The location of symptoms in the legs also varies considerably both between patients and over time for a patient. The middle portions of the calves and thighs are affected most commonly with RLS/WED [7,51]. Involvement of feet or joints is not prominent in contrast to the distal, “stocking” pattern with polyneuropathy and the joint predominant pattern with arthritis. The sensations may start and occur primarily above the knee. When there is a pattern of progression, within an episode or over time, the increasing severity typically involves spread to more of the lower limbs and to other body parts, particularly the arms.

(2) The urge to move the legs and any accompanying unpleasant sensations begin or worsen during periods of rest or inactivity such as lying down or sitting.

The most important change in the second diagnostic criterion is the coupling of the “urge to move” and “unpleasant sensations.” Previously, the diagnostic criteria required presence of either “urge to move” or “unpleasant sensations.” Changing the previously used disjunctive “or” to the conjunctive “and” serves to increase specificity of the diagnostic criteria and reduce confusion over the primacy of “urge to move” in the diagnosis of RLS/WED.

Criterion 2 describes a key diagnostic feature of RLS/WED – inactivity or rest initiates or exacerbates RLS/WED. This criterion has been validated by a series of pioneering studies conducted by Montplaisir et al., who, based on the suggested immobilization test (SIT) paradigm, examined the effects of immobility on RLS/WED [55]. Compared to normal controls, patients with RLS/WED exhibit pronounced sensory symptoms in the legs and periodic leg movements while resting and awake that increase with the duration of rest. This exacerbation with duration of rest has been confirmed in subsequent studies [56,57].

(3) The urge to move the legs and any accompanying unpleasant sensations are partially or totally relieved by movement, such as walking or stretching, at least as long as the activity continues.

Besides the coupling of the “urge to move” and “unpleasant sensations,” there is no change in this criterion from the 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria for RLS/WED. The clinician should note three important features of this criterion: relief vs resolution, immediacy, and persistence. In addition, interaction with RLS/WED severity is addressed in Table 1, footnote c.

RLS/WED patients, when asked about the effect of activity on RLS/WED, may confuse relief with resolution of symptoms. For example, they may mistakenly report that walking produces little or no “relief” because as soon as they stop the symptoms return. Clearly, temporary relief occurred during the activity, contrary to their self-report. It is important to understand that response to movement for this criterion is fulfilled by temporary relief, not necessarily complete resolution of the symptoms.

RLS/WED patients generally feel at least some symptomatic relief almost immediately with the start of activity or very soon thereafter. This should be differentiated from a delayed response to physical exercise or strenuous activity. The simple act of moving or walking usually suffices. The relief should persist as long as the activity persists. Symptoms should generally not return with continued activity, nor start or become worse during periods of activity.

Individuals with very severe RLS/WED may, however, report minimal or no relief of symptoms even after a prolonged period of activity such as walking, pacing, bending, or moving. Often there is some minimal sense of relief with significant levels of activity, but this may be hard for the patient to discern. The diagnosis in these very severe cases requires adjustment of the expected symptom relief from motor activity. These patients are deemed to meet criterion 3 if they report either some minimal transitory relief or if they were able to obtain relief with movement earlier in the course of their RLS/WED when the symptoms were milder (Table 1, footnote c).

(4) The urge to move the legs and any accompanying unpleasant sensations during rest or inactivity only occur or are worse in the evening or night than during the day.
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leg cramps*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positional discomfort*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local leg injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg edema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous stasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral neuropathy*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiculopathy*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual foot tapping/leg rocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug-induced akathisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myelopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular or neurogenic claudication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypotensive akathisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthostatic tremor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painful legs and moving toes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* More likely to fulfill all of criteria 1–4. Any of these conditions can coexist with RLS/WED (see text).

Circadian variation of symptoms is a unique diagnostic feature of RLS/WED that aids case ascertainment. It occurs predictably across the 24 h day, modulating response to other factors that provoke symptoms such as inactivity [58–60]. Studies validating this criterion have demonstrated that the circadian variation in symptoms occurs independently of activity, sleep deprivation, or sleep–wake state [58,59,61,62]. Suggested immobilization tests show that the effect of rest in provoking RLS/WED symptoms increases markedly across the day [55,56,60,63,64]. The symptoms are most pronounced in the evening and night with relative improvements late in the sleep period or early morning. There are few if any RLS/WED symptoms in the morning, which appears to be a relatively “protected period” for RLS/WED symptoms. Afternoon symptoms are, however, not uncommon particularly when the patient has longer periods of inactivity [65].

Clinicians should inquire about symptoms when resting in the morning compared to evening or night. The critical clinical question for this criterion involves ascertaining circadian differences in symptom response to rest. Patients with RLS/WED should report fewer symptoms when resting in the morning than in the evening or night.

Patients with very severe RLS/WED, however, may have relentless symptoms persisting throughout the day and night without any noticeable circadian variation. Nevertheless, they are deemed to meet this criterion if circadian variation of their symptoms was present earlier in the course of their RLS/WED, when their symptoms were milder (Table 1, footnote d).

(5) The occurrences of the above features is not solely accounted for as symptoms primary to another medical or behavioral condition (e.g. myalgia, venous stasis, leg edema, arthritis, leg cramps, positional discomfort, habitual foot tapping).

The fifth criterion is a new addition to the revised IRLSSG criteria for RLS/WED. It is intended to increase the specificity of the diagnostic criteria while understandably sacrificing some sensitivity in detection of RLS/WED. A diagnosis of RLS/WED is made after careful consideration of differential diagnoses and exclusion of mimicking conditions [46,66]. These mimics have been confused with RLS/WED, particularly in written surveys, because they produce symptoms that meet (or at least come very close to meeting) criteria 1–4. The list in the diagnostic criterion gives some examples that have been noted as particularly common in epidemiological studies and clinical practice. Table 3 gives a more complete list of common and less common conditions that can be mistaken for RLS/WED. Features not typical of RLS/WED but indicating possible “mimic” conditions are knotting of the muscle (leg cramps), relief with a simple postural shift (positional discomfort), limitation to joints or joint erythema (arthritis), muscle soreness (myalgias), numbness (neuropathy), and swelling (venous stasis, leg edema) [46,51,66]. Adding differential diagnosis to the diagnostic criteria in diagnostic questionnaires or scales produces much-improved agreement with clinical expert diagnosis that exceeds 90% [43,44,67,68].

However, someone with RLS/WED may have one or more of these other conditions in addition to RLS/WED, e.g. RLS/WED and peripheral neuropathy [46]. This situation requires focus on the differentiating characteristics of each condition for both diagnosis and assessment of impact. Then the clinician can use this information to reach appropriate treatment decisions.

5.2. Specifiers for RLS/WED

Specifiers for clinical course and clinical significance have been added to characterize RLS/WED more completely. When diagnostic criteria are met, specifiers should be applied, when appropriate. These specifiers define more homogeneous subgroups for research and for treatment planning.

5.2.1. Specifiers for clinical course of RLS/WED

(A) Chronic-persistent RLS/WED: symptoms when not treated would occur on average at least twice weekly for the past year.

(B) Intermittent RLS/WED: symptoms when not treated would occur on average <2/week for the past year, with at least five lifetime events.

Clinical course was unanimously judged to be an important distinction among RLS/WED patients. Some have sporadic and infrequent episodes of RLS/WED symptoms whereas others have them regularly. The latter are more likely to seek treatment and represent those seen most often in clinical practice. Population-based surveys, however, indicate that many have RLS/WED symptoms only intermittently. The REST general population survey found that of all those reporting RLS/WED symptoms during the past year, 30% had symptoms less than once a week and 12.5% had symptoms about once a week. Of the remaining 57.5% with symptoms occurring twice a week or more, the majority (66%) also reported the symptoms as moderate to severely disturbing [1]. This last group is often referred to as RLS/WED sufferers. Since most of the patients with symptoms at least twice a week for the past year also reported them as distressing, this was considered to be a critical level of frequency of symptoms defining chronic-persistent RLS/WED.

There is a wide range of symptom frequency for those with symptoms less than twice a week. The question arises: what is the minimal number of RLS/WED symptom episodes required to make a diagnosis of RLS/WED? A strong consensus emerged among the RLS/WED experts that the field needs to continue investigating all severity, including the milder, infrequent forms of RLS/WED. Restricting RLS/WED diagnosis to the more frequent form of RLS/WED may be of clinical utility, but would restrict research to the more severe spectrum of RLS/WED. More importantly, there was no good reason or any data to set a minimum number of episodes to define RLS/WED except to have enough episodes to establish a nocturnal circadian pattern. It was agreed that a minimum of five RLS/WED episodes, all occurring in the evening or night, would suffice to establish a nocturnal circadian pattern since the probability...
that all five would occur by chance only in the nocturnal half of the 24 h day–night cycle is 0.031. This was accepted as the minimum number of lifetime events required to make the diagnosis of RLS/WED.

It is recommended by the IRLSSG that for most cases the clinical course of RLS/WED be identified as either A or B above, in both clinical practice and research studies. However, research to date does not support application of these course specifiers for children or some cases of provoked RLS/WED, such as pregnancy- or drug-induced RLS/WED.

5.2.2. Specifier for clinical significance of RLS/WED

The symptoms of RLS/WED cause significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, educational or other important areas of functioning by their impact on sleep, energy/vitality, daily activities, behavior, cognition or mood.

Addition of a specifier for clinical significance of RLS/WED affirms the dimensional aspects of RLS/WED, which has a spectrum of severity that varies from mildly annoying to crippling symptoms. No consensus was reached in terms of the specific frequency and duration of RLS/WED to specify “clinical significance.” However, several functional domains have been provided to the clinician for evaluation of clinical significance. Disruption of sleep is a common and distressing impact of RLS/WED [10,45,69–75]. The severity and health impact of RLS/WED both correlate with sleep disturbance [45,75]. Compared to controls, sleep quantity, sleep adequacy, and sleep problem measures are worse in RLS/WED patients [45]. Disturbed sleep is objectively found on polysomnography in RLS/WED, with longer latency to persistent sleep and patients [45]. Disturbed sleep is objectively found on polysomnography in RLS/WED, with longer latency to persistent sleep and increased arousal index the most consistent findings [69,76,77].

Resultant fatigue, due to loss of sleep or exhausting restlessness in the evening, is also common and clinically important. Using standard health-related quality of life (HRQoL) measures, physical and mental health scores are lower for individuals with RLS/WED [1,2,70,78–90]. These HRQoL impairments are strongly associated with RLS/WED severity [45,78,79] and improve with treatment of RLS/WED [91–94]. In addition, depressive and anxiety disorders are common in individuals with RLS/WED, correlate with severity of RLS/WED, and improve with treatment of RLS/WED [74,75,88,93–99]. Overall, the careful assessment of impact is crucial when determining clinical significance and making individual treatment decisions.

6. Features supporting the diagnosis of RLS/WED

RLS/WED has both a motor sign and several common clinical patterns that can support a diagnosis, particularly when there is some lack of diagnostic certainty (Table 4).

6.1. Periodic leg movements

RLS/WED has one identified sign: periodic leg movements (PLMs). PLMs can occur in sleep (PLMS) or wakefulness (PLMW). Lugaresi’s seminal work recognized that PLMS occur commonly in RLS/WED patients [100]. Montplaisir further documented that excessive PLMS occur in about 80–89% of RLS/WED patients seen in a clinic setting and that excessive periodic leg movements also occur in quiet waking (PLMW) during the sleep period [69,101]. The amount of PLMS but not PLMW during the sleep period relates well to RLS/WED severity [69]. More recent studies have documented a bimodal distribution of the inter-movement intervals for PLMs that divide into short (<10 s) and long (10–90 s) inter-movement intervals [102], with the second interval range being representative of the typical periodic activity. PLMW of RLS/WED patients during the sleep period have mostly short inter-movement intervals (<10 s). The PLMS of RLS/WED patients, in contrast, have mostly long inter-movement intervals (10–90 s) [103].

Contrary to initial expectations, PLMS are not directly related to the primary RLS/WED morbidity of sleep disturbance [69], rather they may reflect some RLS/WED biology partially independent of that. They occur with significant transient changes in electroencephalogram [104–106], heart rate [107–110] and blood pressure [110–113] that may reflect a process producing the increased risk of cardiovascular disease observed with RLS/WED in several [110,111,113–115] but not all [116] studies. Presence vs absence of PLMS may also define a different clinical expression of RLS/WED biology [35,117].

The amount of PLMS, although fairly sensitive for RLS/WED, is not very specific [101] as it has been found to be high in several other medical conditions [118–122], with many medications [123,124], and frequently among adults aged >45 years [76,118–120,125,126]. Recently developed measures of the relative number of long-interval to all leg movement intervals (periodicity index) and time-of-night expression enhance the specificity of PLMS for RLS/WED [102,127,128]. PLMS measures support the diagnosis when present in a pattern or amount different than expected for age without evidence for other disease states or medication that may induce or aggravate PLMS. Their presence and responsiveness to treatment become particularly important to the extent that they might relate to cardiovascular risk factors of RLS/WED.

Unlike PLMW during the sleep period, those during 1 h of resting waking in a suggested immobilization test (SIT) before sleep have promisingly high sensitivity and specificity for RLS/WED, when combined with subjective leg discomfort scores [55,129]. Measuring PLMW by the SIT might also provide a measure of severity and treatment response for RLS/WED [57].

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical features supporting the diagnosis of restless legs syndrome/Willis–Ekbom disease (RLS/WED).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The following features, although not essential for diagnosis, are closely associated with RLS/WED and should be noted when present:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Periodic limb movements (PLM): presence of periodic leg movements in sleep (PLMS) or resting wake (PLMW) at rates or intensity greater than expected for age or medical/medication status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Family history of RLS/WED among first-degree relatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lack of profound daytime sleepiness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* RLS/WED shares this characteristic with other hyperarousal conditions including insomnia disorder.
6.3. Family history of RLS/WED among first-degree relatives

RLS/WED has been noted to occur frequently in families, indicating significant genetic or shared environmental factors for the disease [35,69,132]. One study found that 20% of consecutive RLS/WED patients in two clinical settings reported RLS/WED among their first-degree relatives [133]. This was true for only 3.5% of clinical patients without RLS/WED. In addition, twin studies have shown high concordance for RLS/WED [42,134,135]. Thus, the presence of RLS/WED among first-degree relatives is supportive of the diagnosis.

6.4. Lack of expected daytime sleepiness

Patients with moderate-to-severe RLS/WED have chronic short sleep times but generally do not report a level of daytime sleepiness that would be expected for the degree of sleep loss [2,11,12]. They usually have mean Epworth Sleepiness Scale scores that are only slightly elevated and within the range of normal [2,10,75,116,136]. Younger patients with mild RLS/WED, however, may report some mild levels of daytime sleepiness [137]. Nonetheless, for the majority of patients with RLS/WED, this lack of profound daytime sleepiness, in spite of poor sleep, is a characteristic but counterintuitive finding. They can suffer other consequences of sleep deprivation such as fatigue, reduced concentration, and depression, but do not usually nap. Recognition of this feature supports an RLS/WED diagnosis, but, more importantly, alerts the clinician to other possible etiologies in cases where there is excessive sleepiness. Profound sleepiness in anyone except the most severely affected RLS/WED patient should prompt evaluation for another cause, such as sleep apnea, narcolepsy, or medication effect [138].

7. Features to be considered for a comprehensive diagnostic assessment of RLS/WED

The clinical features presented in Table 5 are particularly important for completing a full diagnostic assessment of RLS/WED status. These features may also impact treatment options. Some are common to other conditions, but, as explained below, they all have particular significance for RLS/WED.

7.1. Gender

Gender is a significant factor related to risk of RLS/WED. RLS/WED occurs in adults aged >35 years about twice as frequently for women as for men [1,15,132]. There is, however, little or no gender difference for adults aged <35 years or for children [1,139,140]. This gender difference may be largely secondary to pregnancy since nulliparous women appear to have about the same prevalence of RLS/WED as males (see Section 7.8) [82,141].

7.2. Age of onset of RLS/WED

The age of onset ranges from childhood to age >90 years. The later in life RLS/WED starts, the more rapid the onset and greater likelihood it is associated with another medical condition, e.g. neuropathy, iron deficiency, renal disease [142,143].

7.3. History of the course of the disease

The history of the course of the disease may indicate future course. In particular, a history of remission and relapse in symptoms should be noted as a possible indicator of similar events in the future. In one clinical population of adults with RLS/WED, one-third reported onset before age 10 years [144]. The typical pattern of an insidious onset with gradual progression to a clinically significant disease was reported to occur for most with early age of onset [142]. Some, however, reported relatively rapid symptom development with a variable degree of symptom progression after onset [144]. A large study that included clinical cases and affected family members reported RLS symptoms over time as follows: progressive in 36%, stable in 41%, diminished in 15%, and remitted in 8% [132]. However, incidence studies report remission in about 50%, which may reflect inclusion of milder cases in those studies [145–147]. Given the variable natural course of the disease, the diagnostic evaluation should consider the disease course for an individual patient and plan long-term treatment options accordingly [148].

7.4. Sleep disturbance

Sleep disturbance is a common and distressing aspect of RLS/WED [45,69–71,74]. Epidemiological data indicate that about 75% of RLS/WED patients likely to seek treatment will report sleep disturbance characterized by waking disrupting sleep onset and/or sleep maintenance [1,70]. Individuals with moderate-to-severe RLS/WED have chronic sleep loss with total sleep times of 4.5–6 h a night [45,76,149,150]. The sleep disturbance correlates with RLS/WED severity and the sleep disturbance itself is a primary source of the health impact of RLS/WED [75,151]. Improving sleep should therefore be one of the primary goals for RLS/WED treatment.

However, most patients with poor sleep do not have RLS/WED. In one population-based study, 10% of patients with poor sleep reported RLS/WED symptoms [45]. Moreover, sleep disturbance, while expected for the moderate-to-severe RLS/WED patient, may be minimal or not present at all for milder RLS/WED. Some individuals with mild RLS/WED even report going to sleep to get relief from their RLS/WED symptoms by sleeping through them.

7.5. Degree of pain versus discomfort

The degree of pain versus discomfort relates to a dimension of severity of the disease [152]. About one-half of RLS/WED patients report the symptoms as painful, not just uncomfortable [10,47,48,153]. However, they usually describe the symptoms as more of an ache rather than a sharp pain [152–154]. RLS/WED symptoms differ from those of neuropathy by not typically including superficial numbness or burning.

7.6. Parts of the body involved

The parts of the body involved should be carefully documented at the time of diagnosis to provide a pre-treatment baseline needed for evaluating any future progression of symptoms. It should be noted that symptoms are typically felt deep inside the muscles, in the middle portions of the lower limbs, especially the calves [51]. Although
the feet or joints may be involved. RLS/WED sensations should rarely be exclusively or predominantly located in these areas [7,51]. The symptoms do not follow a classic distal to proximal progression, providing a feature that differentiates RLS/WED from polyneuropathy [7,69]. Symptoms are usually bilateral, at least to some extent, although not necessarily at the same time [51]. If the symptoms are strictly and consistently localized to one limb, then further neurological evaluation should be considered [51,155].

7.7. Daily pattern of symptoms and activity levels

Documenting the usual time each day of symptom onset and duration assists in treatment planning, as well as in evaluating for future disease progression and possible augmentation. Onset of RLS/WED occurs earlier in the day for more severe RLS/WED [156] and changes to earlier in the day with natural progression and development of augmentation [4,157,158]. RLS/WED symptoms are increased by lack of activity [55,64] and evaluating time of onset each day needs to be done mindful of the daily activity level and lifestyle of the patient. Timing of treatment and choice of longer- vs shorter-acting medication also depend on the patterns of symptom expression.

7.8. History of pregnancy

A history of pregnancy increases the risk of RLS/WED in later life about twofold [82,141,159,160] and transient RLS/WED during pregnancy confers an approximately fourfold increased risk of developing chronic RLS/WED [161]. Accordingly, a woman's history of pregnancy and RLS/WED status during pregnancy should be noted.

7.9. History of iron deficiency

A history of iron deficiency indicates an increased risk of recurring or persisting iron deficiency that could impact RLS/WED symptoms. Evaluation of iron status and possible iron treatments should be considered in patients with a past history of iron deficiency [162,163], particularly childhood iron deficiency [27,164–167].

8. Pediatric diagnostic criteria

The 2003 NIH/IRLSSG criteria included separate criteria for children and defined definite, probable, and possible pediatric RLS/WED [4]. Based on new research, the pediatric RLS/WED diagnostic criteria have been simplified and integrated with the newly revised adult RLS/WED criteria. Table 1, footnote b of the new criteria emphasizes the importance of symptom description in the child’s own words for criterion 1, and footnote f indicates that the clinical course criteria do not apply for pediatric cases. In a related publication, pediatric aspects of diagnosis, differential diagnosis, comorbidity, and clinical significance are described in detail [49]. In addition, updated research criteria for probable and possible pediatric RLS/WED are defined.

9. Diagnosis for cognitively impaired seniors

The 2003 NIH/IRLSSG diagnostic criteria included separate consideration for the cognitively impaired elderly. Some ongoing studies have sought behavioral observations that might be used to identify RLS/WED in this population but none of these have yet published satisfactory results. Cognitive and communication problems distort the description of core RLS/WED symptoms. The situation is further complicated by the large increase in PLMS and PLMW at night with age [125] and the difficulty of even looking at PLMW while resting in this population. At this point, a valid assessment method for diagnosis of RLS/WED for cognitively impaired elders remains unavailable. A potential approach is consideration of cognitively impaired seniors with low or low-normal serum iron status combined with high rates of PLMW or PLMS. This population might deserve special attention for possible RLS/WED and might, like non-demented elderly, benefit particularly from iron treatments [168–171].

10. Comparison to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) and the International Classification of Sleep Disorders, Third Edition (ICSD-3) Diagnostic Criteria for RLS/WED

Previously, RLS/WED was not listed in DSM-IV and was subsumed under the diagnostic category of Dyssomnia Not Otherwise Specified. However, in the recently released fifth edition of DSM, RLS/WED is elevated to a separate diagnostic entity based on the public health significance of the condition, scientific progress made by RLS/WED researchers, and on the necessity of defining a clinically significant condition that is commonly encountered in daily psychiatric practice [172]. There are several important distinctions between the IRLSSG revised criteria and the DSM-5 criteria. First, the IRLSSG revised criteria (Table 1) do not include the DSM-5 requirement for frequency (at least three times per week) and duration (at least three months). While arbitrary cut-offs to restrict RLS/WED diagnosis to a more frequently occurring and longer duration condition might lead to improved diagnostic specificity and reliability in primary care or psychiatric practice, it trivializes the potential clinical significance of the intermittent subtype or recent-onset RLS/WED.

Second, the IRLSSG revised criteria define a full spectrum of RLS/WED while the DSM-5 criteria for RLS/WED define a narrower clinical spectrum of RLS/WED by requiring the RLS/WED symptoms to be “accompanied by significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, education, academic, behavioral or other important areas of functioning.” This conflates clinical impact with presence of the defining symptoms and will be impacted by lifestyle (e.g., sedentary or physically active work) as well as the severity of the disorder itself.

In comparison to the DSM-5 criteria, the recently released ICSD-3 diagnostic criteria for RLS/WED are more analogous to the IRLSSG revised criteria [173]. The five essential criteria of the IRLSSG are required for ICSD-3 diagnosis of RLS/WED. Another notable concurring element between the ICSD-3 and IRLSSG revised criteria is the absence of frequency and duration requirements that are prominent in DSM-5 diagnostic criteria.

A notable difference between the ICSD-3 and IRLSSG revised criteria is how each handles the issue of clinical significance. ICSD-3 diagnostic criteria feature a clinical significance criterion that is similarly worded to the IRLSSG diagnostic specifier for clinical significance. For the ICSD-3 diagnosis of RLS/WED, this criterion “must be met.” Yet there is a footnote to this criterion that allows omission for “certain research applications, such as genetic or epidemiological studies....” A concern regarding this ICSD-3 approach is potential arbitrary omission or inclusion of the clinical significance criterion and a subsequent problem of generalizability across RLS/WED studies. In contrast, the IRLSSG revised criteria aimed to provide a consistent case definition of RLS/WED for all clinical and research settings, while highlighting clinical significance as a diagnostic specifier.

The other diagnostic feature that neither DSM-5 nor ICSD-3 criteria address is the varying course of RLS/WED. The IRLSSG specifies for clinical course of RLS/WED (Table 1) divide the RLS/WED spectrum into intermittent and chronic-persistent types. There is,
indeed, a dimensionality of RLS/WED, from mild, infrequent episodes to severe, chronic-persistent RLS/WED. Together with the specifier for clinical significance, the IRLSSG revised criteria provide to clinicians flexibility to make individualized treatment decisions with RLS/WED patients [174,175]. Furthermore, this dimensional approach avoids a dichotomous categorization based on frequency of symptoms, where intermittent but severe RLS/WED and mild but persistent RLS/WED would not even be classified as RLS/WED [172]. In addition, it retains the important concept of mild RLS/WED for research applications, such as genetic, epide-
miological, and treatment studies [115,176,177]. Moreover, the concept of subclinical or latent disease, which is well described for conditions such as hemochromatosis, celiac disease, and prostate cancer, is an important clinical concept for RLS/WED, a condition that can remit based on iron, renal, or pregnancy status [161,162,178–180].

11. Significance of the new diagnostic criteria and specifiers

The new diagnostic criteria address two important areas for RLS/WED clinicians and researchers: a more rigorous approach to RLS/WED case ascertainment to achieve improved validity and better characterization of clinical and research samples by specifying clinical course and clinical significance.

Ensuring attention to the differential diagnosis required by the new fifth criterion encourages development of standardized and validated methods for improved case ascertainment. This is particularly important for survey studies relying upon participant completion of a questionnaire. Questionnaire studies with only the four diagnostic criteria have high sensitivity (e.g. 86%) but low specificity (e.g. 45%) [44]. When used in general population studies this yields positive predictive values of, at best, about 50–55% for identification of RLS/WED [45,181]. Adding questions excluding common mimics can improve specificity with only a small loss of sensitivity; e.g. the Cambridge–Hopkins diagnostic questionnaire with questions excluding common mimics has a specificity of 94.4% and sensitivity of 87.2% [43].

Whereas identification of the clinical features of RLS/WED has always been a critical part of the diagnostic or ascertainment process for RLS/WED, the clinical specifier for course of the disorder provides for identification of those whose symptoms are stable and frequent enough to be in need of medical attention. It does not, however, preclude identification or treatment of those with less stable or frequent RLS/WED symptoms. In addition, the clinical significance specifier for RLS/WED lists several major domains that are affected by the disease, which aids clinicians and researchers alike in assessing impact.

12. Conclusions and future directions

The revised diagnostic criteria aim to contribute to the field by improving diagnostic validity and case ascertainment and by facilitating clear communication among RLS/WED clinicians and researchers. The current revision of diagnostic criteria was undertaken with respect and appreciation for the earlier work by the pioneers in the field of RLS/WED and aims to avoid arbitrary alteration of current clinical practice and research without available supporting empirical evidence. The newly revised criteria add the fifth criterion for differential diagnosis that was implicit but not required in the previous 2003 IRLSSG/NIH criteria. The specifiers for clinical course and significance have been added in order to provide flexibility in defining the target population for future RLS/WED research that intends to elucidate etiopathogenesis and develop better prevention and treatment strategies for specific groups of RLS/WED sufferers.

Future ascertainment of correct diagnosis in a clinical or research setting should include documentation that all five diagnostic criteria are considered. A validated diagnostic method (e.g. RLS-DI, Benes et al. [68]) and/or a structured diagnostic interview (e.g. Hopkins Telephone Diagnostic Interview/HTDI [67]) covering all five diagnostic criteria should be adopted for future clinical and research studies in order to standardize case ascertainment, increase accuracy, and allow replications and comparisons among studies. However, whereas a few validated diagnostic tools are available, they remain in a nascent stage of development. Clearly, more work is needed in order to develop new tools to improve case ascertainment and diagnostic validity and to increase instrumental options for future researchers.

Future efforts to develop diagnostic and case ascertainment instruments should be accompanied by a search for objective, reliable biomarkers for RLS/WED. The ongoing advances in research on the biology of RLS/WED indicate possible underlying biological and genetic features that alone or combined in some mosaic with clinical symptoms may provide the basis for the next advance in the RLS/WED diagnostic criteria.
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